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In geometry handling for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) applications in the maritime domain, 

typically complex multi-patch BReps are used. These inadvertently have small gaps, which can lead 

to problems in downstream processes, like boundary discretization and  subsequent volume-of-fluid 

or finite element mesh generation. Getting a watertight model is one of the most time-consuming 

steps in getting a CFD-quality mesh.

For this MSc project, it is proposed to create an implementation in the Rhinoceros CAD environment 

of the subdivision surface method(s) described in [1] and/or [2], which can deliver inherently gap-

free subdivision surfaces, and test this approach on a number of cases from the daily practice at 

MARIN. These examples include the following:

Propeller 5-patch BRep

In the handling of propeller blade surfaces, a 5-patch

BRep is created where the top patch is a G2-continuous

approximation of the actual surface, within tightly

controlled tolerances. Here the challenge is the nature

of the blade surface itself: the subdivision surface

created needs to be of high quality, capturing the large

differences in curvature at the leading and trailing

edges of the blade.

Ship hull with propeller shaft and keel

In this case, the challenge is two-fold: the attachment of the

propeller shaft to the hull must be a smooth, fillet-like patch,

whereas the keel has sharp intersection with the hull.
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